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MISSION STATEMENT

Our responsibility is to promote the
temperament, appearance, soundness,
natural retrieving and hunting abilities
of the Golden Retriever. Our members are dedicated to the responsible
breeding and ownership of the Golden
Retriever. We advance and protect the
interests of the breed through events,
education, The National Breed Council
and research.
www.grcwa.com

If I ask you why you want a Golden
Retriever, I would bet you’re
not going to only talk about how
much you like their colour. You’re
going to tell me things about
their size, personality, exercise
requirements, life span and perhaps
most importantly behaviour. The
things you will be looking for
aren’t the things that describe a
“dog”; they’ll be the things that
describe the Golden Retriever and
make it unique from other breeds.
That’s where potential puppy
buyers have made the right initial
decision – they’ve taken the time
and made the effort to understand
that there are differences between
breeds and that they should get

one that at least comes close to
matching their picture of what they
want a dog to be. Their next step,
unfortunately, is that they think
because they aren’t going to show
the dog they don’t need Australian
National Kennel Council (ANKC)
registration papers. This couldn’t
be further from the truth. The
ANKC is the only internationally
recognised register that can issue
certified registration papers in
Australia. Registration papers prove
parentage. They are essentially a
birth certificate for your dog and
prove that your dog is in fact a
golden retriever. A golden retriever
isn’t a golden retriever unless it
has ANKC registration papers.

What Are Registration Papers?
The ANKC issues two types of
registration papers main and
limited and each puppy will come
with its own registration papers.
No other organisation such as the
MDBA, ABR , Australian canine
registry, ICBS etc... can issue
registration papers.
Registration papers not only prove
your dog is a golden retriever they
also protect the welfare of the
golden retriever. It is a document
that records the ancestors of
that particular dog and allows
breeders to research any possible
health issues present in that line
of dogs. When you say you don’t
need papers, you are saying you
don’t care about the health or
the characteristics that make a
golden retriever a golden retriever.
You need to realize that buying a
puppy without ANKC registration
papers, is selling yourself short and
damaging the welfare of the golden
retriever. It’s like going to the used
car dealership, WATCHING them
pry the “Porsche” plate off a new
Porsche, and sticking it on a ‘97
Corolla, and then writing them a
check and feeling smug that you

got a Porsche for so little. It is no
bargain.
Those things that distinguish
the Golden Retriever from just
any other “dog” are only there
because somebody
worked
really
hard
to

get
them
there.
Good breeders
spend a lot of time creating
great dogs true to their breed and
to the best of the breed. Breeders
want owners to know what they will
be going home with and what to
expect. As soon as that work stops,
the dog, no matter how purebred,
begins to revert to the generic. That

And Why You Need Them
doesn’t mean you won’t get a good
dog – the magic and the beauty of
dogs is that they are so hard to mess
up, in their good souls and minds,
that even the most hideously bred
one can still be a great
dog – but it
will not
be a

good
Golden
Retriever.
You will not get the
specialised abilities, nature, or
talents of the Golden Retriever.
If you don’t NEED those special
abilities or the predictability of a
particular breed, you should not
be buying a dog at all. You should
rescue one. That way you’re saving

a life and not financing puppy
farms and back yard breeders.
If you want a golden retriever and
you know that a rescue is not going
to fit the bill, the absolute WORST
thing you can do is assume that
just having the name pure bred
Golden Retriever in the advert is
everything. Keeping a group of
dogs looking and acting like their
breed is extremely, HARD work.
If the breeder isn’t registered with
the ANKC and you do not get the
impression that the breeder you’re
considering is working that hard,
is that dedicated to the breed, is
struggling to produce dogs that are
more than a breed name, you are
getting no bargain; you are only
getting ripped off.
ANKC

registration
papers are important! The
ANKC is the only register in Australia
that can issue registration papers for
golden retrievers. ANKC registration
papers not only ensure your puppy is a
golden retriever they also protect
the health and welfare of
the breed

